Big Data Analysis to Observe Check-in Behavior Using Location-Based Social Media Data
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Abstract: With rapid advancement in location-based services (LBS), their acquisition has become a powerful tool to link people with similar interests across long distances, as well as connecting family and friends. To observe human behavior towards using social media, it is essential to understand and measure the check-in behavior towards a location-based social network (LBSN). This check-in phenomenon of sharing location, activities, and time by users has encouraged this research on the frequency of using an LBSN. In this paper, we investigate the check-in behavior of several million individuals, for whom we observe the gender and their frequency of using Chinese microblog Sina Weibo (referred as “Weibo”) over a period in Shanghai, China. To produce a smooth density surface of check-ins, we analyze the overall spatial patterns by using the kernel density estimation (KDE) by using ArcGIS. Furthermore, our results reveal that female users are more inclined towards using social media, and a difference in check-in behavior during weekday and weekend is also observed. From the results, LBSN data seems to be a complement to traditional methods (i.e., survey, census) and is used to study gender-based check-in behavior.
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1. Introduction

Human mobility and human behavior towards services are closely intertwined with personal behavior and characteristics. In recent research [1–5], human mobility and population density are observed by using data collected through traditional methods (i.e., survey, census), which are considered expensive and require more processing time that results in very sparse data and is not very helpful in policymaking [6]. Social network sites [7], location-based social network (LBSN) services [8], and virtual social networks [9] (e.g., Facebook [10], Twitter [11], and Weibo [12]), has enabled users to share their location (hereby referred as a “check-in” [13]). As part of a social interaction, sharing a check-in allows users to announce the places they visit (e.g., restaurants, shopping malls, and popular scenic areas). This check-in phenomenon generates an enormous amount of user data (also referred “Big Data” [14]) and has attracted more than 222 million subscribers; statistics showed there were 500 million users with more than 100 million daily users on Weibo by the third quarter of 2015 [15–17]. Regardless of some limitations on representing check-in behavior, e.g., the bias of gender, a low sampling frequency, and the bias of location category, check-in data can uncover check-in behavior within a city. Compared to the aforementioned traditional methods, LBSN data are highly available at low cost. Moreover, this data contains rich information about geolocation [18], which can be used to study check-in behavior. Thus, geo-location data offers new dimensions towards studying check-in behaviors and can help to create new techniques and approaches to analyze LBSN data. Moreover, it seems that LBSN data can be a supplement to, rather than a substitute for, traditional data sources.
for policy making [6]. Therefore, LBSN data can be considered as a supplement while taking policy decisions related to urban planning and public services by identifying the sentiment about a topic or community detection and user analysis for identification of the actors involved [19–25].

In the current study, we have the reasonable prospect of using LBSN data as a novel perspective to observe individual level check-in behavior and intensity of check-ins during the period within a city. The current study is an empirical exploration using a dataset from a dominant social media site in China referred as “Weibo” (launched by Sina Corporation on August 14, 2009), where 50.10% of Weibo users are male and 49.90% are female [26]. We consider LBSN data be be helpful for observing check-in behavior by males and females during the weekday and weekend and over a period.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 overviews related works. Section 3 describes the study area and dataset used in the current study and presents the methodology. Section 4 presents the results and discussion of the experimental results performed on the dataset. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper and proposes some further research issues.

2. Related Work

Research on gender studies [27] has long been limited to analyze traditional datasets (i.e., survey, census), but with the enhanced capabilities to capture and process geo-location information, the field of spatial analysis has blossomed [28]. Alongside social media data, mobile phone datasets have been used to understand human activity behaviors and individual mobility patterns [29,30]. However, mobile phone data sets are not considered to be a feasible choice to study human mobility pattern analysis. To avoid the limitation of mobile phone data, social media datasets are collected and used. The social media data sources are so diverse that it includes log files from smart devices and websites, social media data, and geotagged audio, video, and graphics data [31].

Various studies have been conducted to study check-in behavior under different perspectives such as privacy [32,33], gender differences [34], and geographical distances [7]. However, Benevenuto et al. [35] presented an analysis of user workloads in online social networks to study opportunities for better interface design, richer studies of social interactions, and improved design of content distribution systems. Results reveals vital features of the social network workloads, frequency, and for how long, as well as the types and sequences of activities that users conduct on the online social network. Scellato et al. [36] explored socio-spatial properties among different LBSN platforms to study the check-in behavior and the type of places users visit. Noulas et al. [37] analyzed check-in patterns of Foursquare users to study check-in behavior and the mobility patterns within a city. Ruggles [38] explored LBSN data to study the place to health relationships to expand opportunities for public health. Chorley et al. [39] developed a web-based participatory application that examines the personality characteristics and check-in behavior of Foursquare users and stated that personality traits help to explain individual differences in LBSN usage and the type of places visited. Maia et al. [40] proposed a methodology for characterizing and identifying user behaviors in online social networks and introduced a clustering algorithm to group users that share the similar behavioral pattern in the social network. Pucci et al. [41] presented an analysis of the large-scale event and aimed to observe inconsistency of urban spaces and to formulate policies in keeping with the molecular daily practices, and emerging demands can be made by diverse populations using the city and its services at varying rhythms and intensities. While Hong [42] explored the user participation in order to provide insight into Seoul city and analyzed social media data from Foursquare. Moreover, observed venues were based on user participation and the city’s characteristics. Jin et al. [43] presented a survey to give a comprehensive review of the state-of-the-art research related to user behavior in the social network from several perspectives, i.e., social connectivity and interaction, social behaviors, and malicious behaviors of social network users. Gyarmati and Trinh [44] presented a large-scale measurement analysis of user behavior in social network and created a measurement framework in order to observe user activity, characterization of user activities, and usage patterns in the social network.
LBSN datasets have been used in many studies of development and prediction, for example, Preoțiuc-Pietro and Cohn \[45\] studied the whereabouts of users with an emphasis on the type of places and their evolution over time, and uncovered patterns across different temporal scales for venue category usage. Shen and Karimi \[46\] proposed a framework to characterize urban streets by conceptualizing visual paths and stated that the usage of ubiquitous big social media data can enrich the current description of the urban network system and enhance the predictability of network accessibility on socioeconomic performance. Wu et al. \[47\] highlighted the use of LBSN data to observe the willingness of buyers to pay for various factors. The opinions and geographical preferences of individuals for places can be represented by visit frequencies and are given different motivations. Luarn et al. \[48\] developed and refined a conceptual framework to provide a theoretical understanding of the motivations that induce consumers to engage in check-in behavior. The study indicates that the social conditions (e.g., tie strength, subjective norms, expressiveness, social support, and information sharing) play the most critical role in motivating people to engage in check-in behavior. While Wang and Stefanone \[49\] studied how personality traits influence self-disclosure and, in turn, impacts the intensity of check-ins on Facebook and highlighted the physical and informational mobility of the users relating individual activities into spaces.

A substantial amount of studies \[50–55\] have been carried out over recent years to study user demographics of social network site (SNS) users and identified a few differentiating factors that lead a male or a female user to use a social media network. These studies suggest that there are different motivations for using social media networks among men and women. Smith \[50\] showed that women are more likely to consume social media to connect with families than men. While Muscanell and Guadagno \[56\] found that male social media network users reported using it for making new relationships while women reported more for relationship maintenance. The usage patterns and motivation for using social media network by gender seems to be slightly different. Research on social media network indicates that motivations for information seeking, entertainment, and self-expression have a positive effect on male users’ active involvement; however, the motivations for socializing and entertainment have a positive effect on female users’ effective involvement \[57,58\].

On the other hand, many studies have used LBSN data to study differences in check-in behavior by gender. For example, Blumenstock et al. \[59\] analyzed data from Rwanda to observe population density and mobile phone use behavior by different genders. Rizwan et al. \[60\] investigated the check-in behavior of Chinese microblog Sina Weibo and observed the gender difference and their frequency of use over a period. While in another study Rizwan et al. \[61\] examined how check-in behavior varies in the same weeks but in different years. Moreover, regarding mobility patterns and practices in terms of time and space in Shanghai, Lei et al. \[62\] used location data from Weibo to study the human dynamics of the spatial-temporal characteristics of gender differences and check-in behavior in Beijing’s Olympic Village and stated that female users outnumbered male users in social media activity. Zheng et al. \[63\] designed an approach to mine the correlation between locations from a large amount of people’s location histories by using social media data, and Comito et al. \[64\] presented a novel methodology to extract and analyze the time- and geo-references associated with social data to mine information about human dynamics and behaviors within the urban context. Also, previous research \[36,65–67\] on LBSN studied users’ check-in data to predict users’ location and mobility patterns. LBSN datasets have now been used in many studies for urbanization and its environmental effects \[68\], development and prediction \[69–71\], travel and activity patterns \[72,73\], emergency response \[74–76\], and urban sustainability \[77\]. This line of research is helpful in understanding differences in check-in behavior by gender, but the current study did not consider the connection with other indicators (i.e., equal access to education, equal access to economic resources, and end of violence) of gender equality \[78,79\] in a society which is out of the scope of the current study.
3. Material and Methods

3.1. Dataset and Study Area

The Shanghai, China dataset used in the current study comes from Chinese microblog Weibo during April–May 2016. Shanghai, China (lying between 30°40′–31°53′N and 120°52′–122°12′E [80]) is located on the eastern edge of the Yangtze River Delta [81]. According to Gu, X., S. Tao, and B. Dai [82], in 2015, Shanghai had a total area of 8359 km² with a population of around 24.15 million people. In 2016, Shanghai was divided into 16 county-level divisions: 15 districts (Baoshan, Changning, Fengxian, Hongkou, Huangpu, Jiading, Jingan, Jinshan, Minhang, Pudong New Area, Putuo, Qingpu, Songjiang, Xuhui, and Yangpu) and 1 county (Chongming) [83]. Seven of the districts (Changning, Hongkou, Huangpu, Jingan, Putuo, Xuhui, and Yangpu) are located in Puxi (literally Huangpu West). These seven districts are referred to as the city center [84,85] as shown in Figure 1. For the current study, ten districts of Shanghai (Baoshan, Changning, Hongkou, Huangpu, Jingan, Minhang, Pudong New Area, Putuo, Xuhui, and Yangpu) are analyzed, which are connected to the city center.

![Figure 1. Map of Shanghai.](image)

Table 1 presents the details of the Shanghai dataset used in the current study, which has information like user ID, gender, date, time, and geo-location (longitude and latitude), but no personal information like name and address is available. Therefore, check-in data records the daily life patterns and users’ behaviors towards the services, and it helps to reflect the average person’s daily activities. An example of a “check-in” looks like: check-in (3943172612597320) = [2537813697, ####, 3943172612597320, Sun Mar 13 23:02:12 +0800 2016, m, 121.5012107, 31.334979]. where 3943172612597320 is “status_id”, 2537813697 is “user_id”, #### is the “user_name” for privacy it is represented as “#”, Sun Mar 13 23:02:12 +0800 2016 is “day, month, date, time and year), m is “gender” and 121.5012107, 31.334979 represents the geo-location of check-in.
Table 1. Shanghai dataset details.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study Sample</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total number of check-ins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total number of processed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>check-ins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total number of users</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total number of male users</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total number of female users</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2. Methodology

Figure 2 presents the overall process flow for data collection and analysis. The location-based social media data analysis methodology is divided into two stages: data collection and storage, and analysis. The primary task of data collection and storage stage is to download a large number of Weibo data. During the data collection stage, the results came in separate files in JSON (JavaScript Object Notation) format by using a python-based [86] Weibo Application Programming Interface (API) [87]. JSON is considered one of the most widely used standard data formats and most major programming languages already have public reader and writer modules for it [88,89]. In order to be analyzed properly and stored in the database with the selected software, the dataset was transformed into one single file in CSV (Comma-Separated Values) format so all the check-ins could be listed regarding their publishing time. However, in the data analysis stage, the critical task was to extract and analyze the features (i.e., user ID, gender, date, time, and geo-location (longitude and latitude)) of data. The analysis phase used statistical analysis (probabilities of check-ins made), and data visualization by using ArcGIS (www.arcgis.com) to produce density maps and trends.

Weibo data is pre-processed to avoid noises, invalid records, and fake users. Data is pre-processed and filtered using the following criteria: (i) the location of check-in is in Shanghai based on the geographical location; (ii) users have at least checked-in twice during a month, and users who have only one check-in record are considered invalid; (iii) each check-in must have the following
information available: user ID, date, time, gender, and geo-location (longitude and latitude). After the pre-processing (noises, invalid records, and fake users) of 503,521 anonymized check-in records, 474,442 check-in records related to the study area were acquired for April–May 2016.

Figure 3 presents a general framework for check-in behavior analysis. Before detecting the hot-spot status of gender differences and check-in behavior, we analyzed the overall spatial patterns by using the kernel density estimation (KDE) and ArcGIS for estimating the density function.

Figure 3. A general framework for check-in behavior analysis.

KDE is a spatial analysis technique that accounts for the location of features (i.e., destination, time) relative to each other and is an emerging spatial tool that has previously been applied [47,60,61,90–92] to the examination of various aspects of social media data analysis such as human activity and mobility patterns [93], check-in behavior [94], defining city boundaries [95,96], and point of interest recommendation [97]. Moreover, it examines the distribution of destinations in neighborhoods, enables researchers to see where destinations are sparsely distributed, and where they are more intensely distributed. Finally, it attempts to produce a smooth density surface of spatial point events in geographic space [98], the aim is to construct a smooth surface that represents the density of the point group. The algorithm is operated by setting the search scope (window). The weight of each grid unit is given from the central grid of the window to an outward grid according to the principle of an anti-distance weight. Then the kernel density value of the central grid is the sum of the product of all kernel density values and weights in the window and is defined as:

$$f(x) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \frac{1}{\pi h^k} \left( \frac{D(x)}{h} \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

Let $f(x)$ be the KDE function at location “$x$”, where “$h$” is the bandwidth. “D” is the distance from the point “i” to a specific location “s,” and “k” represents the Gaussian kernel function. In the KDE, bandwidth is considered an important parameter. If the bandwidth is too large, then the point density surface will become too smooth, while being too small will change point density distribution abruptly [99]. Therefore, the optimal bandwidth is determined by repeatedly setting the bandwidth and comparing the smoothness of the point density surface. In this analysis, we partitioned the output cells as 200 × 200 m areas. The cell was partitioned to provide a precise way to measure and compare urban intensity; this method is also applied in many spatial analysis studies [100]. Since the focus
of this study is to observe the check-in behavior in Shanghai towards using Weibo and analyze the check-in behavior for males and females to observe the number of males, females, and total Weibo users in Shanghai, we also calculated the frequency of check-ins over the period (time slices) and during weekdays and the weekend.

4. Results

For the analysis, we used Weibo geo-location check-in data set, used KDE to analyze the spatial distribution of check-in data, and used ArcGIS for visualization. As shown in Figure 3, the areas shaded in red indicate a higher density of people, higher activity frequency, and higher concentration of social media use. It is no surprise that the city center has large clusters of activity and Figure 4 shows the overall check-in density in Shanghai over a period.

![Figure 4](image-url). Check-in density in Shanghai.

Figure 5 shows the difference of users’ check-in density during weekdays and the weekend in Shanghai; it is important to remember that the ratio between the total number of days for weekdays and the weekend is 5:2.

For analysis purposes, we sliced the time duration into three intervals 00:00–08:59, 09:00–16:59, and 17:00–23:59 to observe the users’ check-in behavior during different hours of the day. In Figure 6, it can be observed that the check-in activity increased during the time interval 09:00–16:59 and 17:00–23:59.
For analysis purposes, we sliced the time duration into three intervals 00:00–08:59, 09:00–16:59, and 17:00–23:59 to observe the users' check-in behavior during different hours of the day. In Figure 6, it can be observed that the check-in activity increased during the time interval 09:00–16:59 and 17:00–23:59.

To investigate the check-in frequency and behavior, we analyzed the data regarding gender (male and female). In Figure 7a, it can be observed that females were more inclined toward using Weibo in Shanghai as compared to males during a week-long period. Moreover, Figure 7b also shows females were more inclined toward using Weibo as compared to male during weekdays and during the weekend.
To investigate the check-in frequency and behavior, we analyzed the data regarding gender (male and female). In Figure 7a, it can be observed that females were more inclined toward using Weibo in Shanghai as compared to males during a week-long period. Moreover, Figure 7b also shows females were more inclined toward using Weibo as compared to male during weekdays and during the weekend.

![Figure 7](image)

**Figure 7.** Check-in frequency of males and females during (a) a week, and (b) weekday and weekend.

Figure 8 represents the daily check-in behavior of males and females. It can be observed from Figure 8a that frequency for a female was comparatively high relative to males. From Figure 8a,b, it can also be observed that the frequency of females was also high as compared to males during weekdays and the weekend. Moreover, high frequency of use was observed during the time interval 18:00–22:30 by males and females during weekdays and the weekend.

![Figure 8](image)

**Figure 8.** Check-in frequency of male and female during (a) a day, (b) a weekday, and (c) a weekend.
To further investigate and study the check-in frequency and behavior, we analyzed the data from three different research angles: weekday and weekend, time intervals, and days to observe the trends of males and females. Figure 9 shows the check-in density of males during April–May 2016.

Figure 9. Check-in density of males.

Figure 10 shows the difference of male check-in density during the weekday and weekend in Shanghai. An increasing trend of check-in density can be observed during weekday as compared to the weekend.

Figure 10. Check-in density of males during weekday and the weekend.
Figure 11 represents the check-in frequency of males during weekday and weekend, and it can be observed that a slightly increasing trend of check-ins occurred during 07:00–16:00. Which indicates that during breakfast and lunch hours males preferred to use Weibo.

For analysis purposes, we sliced the time duration into three intervals: 00:00–08:59, 09:00–16:59, and 17:00–23:59 to observed the male check-in behavior during different hours of the day. In Figure 12, it can be observed that check-in density by males is almost consistent but during the time interval 17:00–23:59 and 00:00–08:59, we can observe a slight increase in check-in density.

Figure 11. Check-in frequency of males during weekdays and the weekend.

Figure 12. Check-in density of male for different hours of the day.
However, for further and in-depth analysis we observed the male check-in behavior over the course of a day. Figure 13 shows the detailed analysis during the whole week and we observe a notable increase in check-in behavior by males during the weekend. Moreover, it can be observed that during the weekdays (Monday–Friday), the frequency was consistent, but check-in behavior changed dramatically during Wednesday, which raises a new research question to explore the factors that influence this dramatic change in check-in behavior during Wednesday. This question will be addressed in the future by exploring the activities behavior analysis.

![Figure 13. Check-in frequency of males during the course of a week.](image)

Figure 14 shows the overall check-in density of females during April–May 2016.

![Figure 14. Check-in density of females.](image)
Figure 15 shows the difference of female check-in density during weekdays and the weekend in Shanghai. It indicates the increasing trend of activity during weekdays as compared to the weekend, but on the other hand, Figure 16 shows an evident increasing trend of check-ins during noon and lunch hours by females as compared to males.

Figure 15. Check-in density of females during weekdays and the weekend.

Figure 16. Check-in frequency of females during weekdays and the weekend.

Figure 17 represents check-in density during the time intervals 00:00–08:59, 09:00–16:59, and 17:00–23:59. From Figure 17b,c, increasing check-in density can be observed during the time intervals 09:00–16:00 and 17:00–23:59.
Moreover, in Figure 18, we observe consistent behavior during weekday excluding Wednesday, but as a result on the weekend, we observed an unusual increase in check-in behavior by females, as well as an increase in the trend after the time interval 17:00–23:59 on Friday.

Figure 17. Check-in density of females for different hours of the day.

Figure 18. The check-in frequency of females during the course of a week.
From the above-reported results, it can be observed that the city center of Shanghai shows high check-in density during April–May 2016. Additionally, it can be observed that a higher check-in density is observed near the subway and highways, which is considered to be due to easy access of transportation services. Therefore, by observing the check-in data, it is likely that females prefer to use Weibo more for recreational, business, and personal purposes rather than males.

In the current study, the LBSN data from Weibo was used to draw inferences about male and female behaviors, which can be used in future studies as a valuable indicator of gender differences in Shanghai, China.

5. Conclusions

The current study presented the in-depth empirical investigation of check-in behavior by males and females using density maps and trends by using ArcGIS. We investigated the check-in behavior from different angles: the difference in gender, during weekday and weekend, daily and hourly patterns. In the results, we observed high rates of social media usage from female users and a difference in check-in behavior during weekdays and the weekend in Shanghai by both males and females.

On one hand, LBSN check-in data have some advantages, such as its low cost and high spatial precision. However, check-in data also has some limitations, such as bias of gender, a low sampling frequency, and bias of location category. In summary, LBSN data is more likely to be a supplement to, than a substitute for, traditional data sources.

Based on the results of the current study, LBSN data has the potential to provide a new outlook as a supplement to observe gender differences and intensity of check-ins during weekdays and the weekend, and can help policymakers to define policies regarding the supply of services within a city. In the future, we plan to use LBSN data as a means to investigate check-in behavior related to activities (i.e., food and drink, residence, shopping, work, and travel) within the city in space and time.
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